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Abstract – Phononic crystals are well known for acoustic wave manipulation which may have potential appli-
cation in an underwater acoustic detection system. In this work, we design and simulate a two-dimensional
Luneburg lens based on gradient-index (GRIN) phononic crystal that is composed of PLA-Air inclusion, and
a novel application of GRIN phononic crystals is proposed to sound localization. The Luneburg lens has a
broadband working range, from 1500 Hz to 7500 Hz, for acoustic wave focusing with sensitive directivity
and signal-to-noise improvement. By searching maximum wave intensity’s position of the focusing beam, the
propagating direction of an unknown sound wave can be directly recognized covering 360�. Besides, we redesign
the conventional square-lattice Luneburg lenses using annular lattices for better performance. The annular-
lattice Luneburg lens overcomes the weakness of configuration defect due to the square lattice. The numerical
results show that the redesign Luneburg lenses have high accuracy for distance measurement from 5 m to 35 m
through the triangulation location. In a word, this work tries to explore a novel application of phononic crystals
in underwater acoustic positioning and navigation technology.

Keywords: Underwater metamaterials, Phononic crystal, Luneburg lens, Acoustic detection, Sound
localization

1 Introduction

Recently, underwater acoustic metamaterial [1–5]
attracts a lot of attention because its function of wave
manipulation has potential applications in underwater tech-
nology, and a new crossing field may come out. As an initial
version of acoustic metamaterial, the phononic crystal that
is a periodic structure made of multiple mediums or a
single-phase artificial microstructure enables negative
refraction [6], wave bending [7], and splitting [8] to be real-
ized. Due to the excellent performance of waveguide, phono-
nic crystal is used for acoustic wave focusing [9–11], and the
fabricated device is always named phononic-crystal lens.
Acoustic Luneburg lens [12–15] is a gradient refraction index
lens that can converge wave energy even though the acoustic
wave enters from different directions covering 360�. This
feature has great advantages for detecting an object which
produces sound waves in a water environment, like under-
water beacons and underwater vehicles. However, the
conventional Luneburg lens is difficult to manufacture
because the refractive index profile is not a uniform distribu-
tion [16] until the gradient-index (GRIN) phononic crystal
[17] appears.

The design of a Luneburg lens lies in the arrangement of
unit cells according to the discretized refraction index
profile. In order to realize the effect of acoustic wave conver-
gence, Kim et al. [13, 18] and Xie et al. [12] designed 2D and
3D Luneburg lenses based on the filling ratio of scatterer
which is a function of effective refraction index, and Kim
et al. [19] firstly utilized the discretized Luneburg lens for
signal amplification in the ocean. Since the effective velocity
of a periodic structure is proposed to be calculated based on
the band structure [17], the phononic crystals as a more effi-
cient and precise way than the filling ratio is used to design
the Luneburg lens [15]. When the working environment is
air, the fluid-solid coupling is always ignored [20, 21], so
Yu et al. [22] redesigned an underwater Luneburg lens for
enhancing the focused signal at a center frequency of
180 kHz. Allam et al. [23] and Lu et al. [24] provided a
3D-printed approach to replace the metallic structure for
acoustic wave focusing using the Luneburg lens [25].
3D-printed is the fastest way to fabricate the Luneburg lens
if the hydrostatic pressure is ignored. For better perfor-
mance, Sun et al. [26, 27] offered an optimized method to
design the acoustic lens in the water environment. These
researches lay a foundation for the application of phono-
nic-crystal Luneburg lens in ocean technology and
engineering.*Corresponding author: Liangxu@zju.edu.cn
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Finding an unknown sound in the ocean is difficult for
human beings. The traditional approach for localizing a
sound source is hydrophone arrays according to the time dif-
ference of receiving signal [28, 29]. To overcome that the
accuracy of sound localization is limited by the number of
the microphones and the array scale [30], researchers
attempt to use the metamaterial to develop new sound local-
ization techniques for more application scenarios [31, 32]. In
this work, we designed square-lattice and annular-lattice
Luneburg lenses based on GRIN phononic crystals whose
unit cell is made of PLA and air inclusion in a water environ-
ment, and we proposed a novel application of GRIN phono-
nic crystals to sound direction identification and sound
localization covering 360�. The frequency response, sound
directivity and sound amplification of the Luneburg lens
within a range of 1500–7500 Hz are all studied, and the
distance measurement via triangulation location is simu-
lated from 5 m to 35 m.

2 Luneburg lens based on phononic crystals

The Luneburg lens is designed by a discrete refraction-
index profile using the GRIN phononic crystals [33]. In this
work, the unit cell is composed of PLA (polylactic acid) and
air inclusion in the water, as the inset picture illustrated in
Figure 1. The PLA annulus is a commonly used 3D-printed
material [23] whose Young’s modulus, density and Poisson’s
ratio are E = 3.2 Gpa, q = 1250 kg/m3 and l = 0.3, respec-
tively. The density and sound speed of air are 1.205 kg/m3

and 343 m/s, and those of water are 1025 kg/m3 and
1500 m/s. As depicted in Figure 3, the inner and outer radii
of the PLA annulus are r1 and r2 respectively, and the
lattice constant is a = 4 cm. Return to Figure 1, the shaded
area in the inset picture is the reduced Brillouin zone of
phononic crystal with high symmetry points C, X, and M.
The solid lines are the first energy band of longitudinal
waves with respect to r2 = 7, 10, and 13 mm. The band
structure is calculated by COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5,
including the acoustic module and mechanical module with
an acoustic-solid coupling connection. The straight dashed
black line is the energy band of water which indicates that
the traveling waves don’t have any dispersion during prop-
agation. There are many references [34, 35] and websites1,2

where readers can download the examples, available to
calculate the band structure based on the Bloch-Floquet
theory, so the detailed process of calculation is not given
in this paper.

The target frequency for wave focusing is 3500 Hz.
Figure 1 shows that the three energy bands are approxi-
mately straight lines around 3500 Hz. Therefore, the
phase velocity which is nearly equal to the group velocity
[17, 24, 36] can be directly calculated by vp = 2pf/k along
the C � X direction, where k is the reciprocal wavenumber.
The effective refractive index is defined as neff = vw/vp,

where vw is the sound velocity in water. Compared with
the steel inclusion whose radius is equal to r2, the PLA-
Air unit cell has a higher effective refraction index, as
demonstrated in Figure 2a, so PLA-Air inclusion is a better
choice for designing acoustic lens in water. The red
points are the selected refraction indexes for designing the
Luneburg lens.

The refraction-index profile of the Luneburg lens is
n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2� r2R2
p

, where r is the distance from center, and
R = 0.32 m is the radius of Luneburg lens in this work.
As shown in Figure 2b, the black line is the ideal refraction
index profile of the Luneburg lens, but a material satisfying
the ideal refraction index profile doesn’t exist in nature.
Therefore, the refraction index profile is discretized as the
red dashed line depicted in Figure 2b. Then a discretized
Luneburg lens can be designed by finding matched unit cells
in Figure 2a. Figure 3 demonstrated the acoustic Luneburg
lens which is designed based on the refraction-index profile,
and the number of unit cells is 177. The orange, blue and
white parts are PLA, water and air, respectively.

3 Underwater sound direction identification

The difference between the Luneburg lens and other
metalenses [5, 37, 38] is that the acoustic wave focusing
can be achieved even though the acoustic wave comes from
360� directions, so it can be used to recognize the propagat-
ing direction of a sound wave. Figures 4a–4d presents the
intensity field of focusing beam when a plane wave comes
from the left side. The incident angles between the plane
wave direction and x-axis are hi = 0�, 15�, 30� and 45�,
and hi = 0�–45� is decided to be studied because the phono-
nic-crystal Luneburg lens is a symmetry structure which
can be divided into 8 parts. In the four cases, the maximum
mesh size doesn’t exceed 1/10 wavelength. To eliminate the
wave reflection on the boundary of computational domain,
the PML (perfectly matched layer) and wave radiation
boundary are set around the whole region to simulate an

Figure 1. Band structures in C � X direction of the PLA-Air
phononic crystals with different scatterer’s radii, r2 = 7, 10 and
13 mm.

1 https://www.comsol.com/blogs/modeling-phononic-band-
gap-materials-and-structures
2 https://www.comsol.de/model/sonic-crystal-16925
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infinite area. The incident pressure amplitude is 1 Pa which
is applied by a background pressure field on water area. The
interfaces between PLA and water, including PLA and air,
are connected by an acoustic-structure coupling boundary.
These simulations are carried out in the frequency domain.
The results show that the designed Luneburg lens has the
functionality of acoustic wave focusing, and the focusing
beam is always on the opposite side of the incident plane.

The wave intensity corresponding to the four cases in
Figures 4a–4d is extracted at r = R + 0.04 m (solid circle)
where the total number of mesh elements is 1600. As shown
in Figure 5a, the directivity of the focusing beams simultane-
ously varies with the incident angles. It implies that the
sound direction can be directly detected by measuring the
position of maximum intensity. In Figures 4a–4d and 5a,
the angles between the focusing beam and x-axis are 0�,
14.93�, 30.15� and 45�. The focusing angles, 0� and 45�,
are exact because the square-lattice Luneburg lens is sym-
metric at 0� and 45�. However, the focusing angles, 14.93�
and 30.15�, are not accurate enough. The error can be
contributed to that the discretized lens is not a complete cir-
cular lens with configuration defect. In order to improve the
accuracy, as demonstrated in Figure 4e, the Luneburg lens is
rotated according to the first measured angles (ha = 14.93�

and 30.15�), and then the focusing angles are measured
again. The secondly measured focusing angles are
hb = 15.01� and 30�. This correction treatment obviously
improves the precision of recognizing the sound direction,
because the rotation correction procedure avoids the config-
uration defect for some incident angles. In practice, the
hydrophone for measuring the maximum intensity can be
installed on the symmetry axis of the Luneburg lens and
rotated together with the Luneburg lens.

In this work, the designed frequency is 3500 Hz, but the
acoustic wave focusing doesn’t fail immediately when the
working frequency isn’t equal to the designed frequency.
Hence, the bandwidth of acoustic wave focusing is studied.
The focusing effect will disappear when the wavelength is
much bigger than the size of Luneburg lens. In ultra-low
frequency, due to acoustic wave diffraction, the wave can
directly pass through the Luneburg lens. On the contrary,
when the wavelength is much smaller than the size of
Luneburg lens, irregular multiple scattering caused by unit
cells will occur inside the phononic-crystal lens and generate
band gaps. In order to study the bandwidth of the designed
Luneburg lens, frequency from 1500Hz to 7500 Hz is simu-
lated. Figure 5b is a directivity graph when the frequency is
from 1500 Hz to 7500 Hz. The results suggest that the
Luneburg has a narrow focusing beam and a broad range
of working frequency for sound amplification. The focused
intensity becomes higher when the frequency increases. In
higher frequency, the wavelength is shorter, which leads
more energy into the Luneburg lens while the size of Luneb-
urg lens is unchanged. Moreover, as the frequency increases,
the slope of the energy band in Figure 1 gradually becomes
flat, so the effective velocity vp = 2pf/k is smaller. Then the
effective refraction index of phononic crystal relative to
water, neff = vw/vp, is greater. It also causes higher focused
intensity when the frequency increases.

Furthermore, Table 1 provides the numerical results of
sound direction identification for random incident angles
with a frequency range of 1500–7500 Hz. The error is
defined as n = (X2 � X1)/1� � 100%, where X2 and X1

are the numerical results and true value respectively. In
this table, the biggest error of the first focusing angle ha is

Figure 2. (a) Effective refraction index as a function of scatterer’s radius. (b) Ideal and discretized refraction-index profile of
Luneburg lens.

Figure 3. Acoustic Luneburg lens designed by square lattice
and its unit cell.
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0.3� (n1 = 30%), and the smallest error of ha is 0.08�
(n1 = 8%). By the rotation correction procedure in Fig-
ure 4e, the maximum angle error is reduced to 0.05�
(n2 = 5%), and the minimum error is decreased to 0�
(n2 = 0%). The accuracy of wave direction recognition is
raised utilizing the symmetry axis of the square-lattice
Luneburg lens. The rotation operation makes the symmetry
axis approximately parallel to the direction of incident wave
at different incident angles as much as possible. At the sym-
metry axis, the errors of direction identification are close to
zero such as hi = 0� and 45� in Figure 4. In addition, com-
pared with the traditional way (hydrophone array) to mea-
sure the sound direction, the Luneburg lens has a higher
ratio of signal to noise because it can converge wave energy.

The phononic-crystal Luneburg lens can be designed to
be of different sizes. Figure 6a shows the focusing intensity
with different radii of the Luneburg lens, R = 0.32–0.64 m.
It can be concluded that the focused intensity steadily
increases when the radius of lens has an increase because
the Luneburg lens with a larger radius has a wider receiving
area for the incident wave, and the size of the acoustic lens
doesn’t have much influence on the relative width of focus-
ing beam. In Figure 6b, the sound pressure level, SPL
(dB) = 20 log(Prms/Pref), as the function of frequency is
analyzed. The root-mean-square pressure and the reference
pressure in water are denoted by Prms and Pref = 1 lPa,
respectively. The background sound pressure level is
116.99 dB when the incident pressure is 1 Pa. All the results

Figure 5. Wave intensity of acoustic wave focusing beam with different incident angles (a) and frequencies (b).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4. (a)–(d) Wave intensity field of acoustic wave focusing when the incident angles hi are 0�, 15�, 30� and 45�. (e) Rotation
correction procedure of square-lattice Luneburg lens.
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are bigger than the background sound pressure level due to
the acoustic wave focusing. With the increase of frequency,
the sound amplification level is higher, but the SPL begins
going down after around 6500 Hz because the frequency is
close to the bandgap [39] that a frequency band of the
acoustic wave is forbidden propagating in the periodic
structure. In this work, the bandgap of the longitudinal
wave is above the first energy band. As shown in Figure 1,
the starting frequency of the bandgap is near 9.43 kHz when
the radius r2 = 13 mm. If the working frequency exceeds
9.4 kHz into the bandgap, the phononic-crystal Luneburg
lens will be disabled. In the first energy band, owing to
the acoustic wave focusing, the Luneburg lens has the
advantage of receiving a signal with intensity amplification
to recognize the sound wave direction. Besides, it can use
only one hydrophone or piezoelectric film around the lens
to determine the direction of arbitrary incidence by measur-
ing the position of maximum intensity, which would reduce
the complexity of computation and integrated circuit than
current positioning systems.

4 Underwater sound source localization

As a result of the direction identification, an unknown
sound source can be detected through the triangulation
location. In the far field, the wavefront of spherical wave

and cylindrical wave generated by a point source can be
regarded as a plane wave, so the wave energy can also be
converged, which has been proved by experiments in our
previous work [25]. As illustrated in Figure 7, the localiza-
tion of the underwater object can be divided into three
steps: firstly, measure the sound direction as the correction
method described in the third section, and assume that the
first measured direction is y-axis; secondly, perpendicularly
move the Luneburg lens by d, and set the moving direction
as x-axis; finally, measure another angle h2 and calculate the
distance from the sound source to the center of Luneburg
lens by l1 = d tan(h2). The first angle h1 is equal to 90�
because the moving direction of the Luneburg lens is always
perpendicular to the first measured direction. If the
minimum angle which can be measured by sensors is 0.1�
in reality, the distance l1 is 35.80 m when d = 1 m and
h2 = 88.4�. The distance l1 is 38.19 m when d = 1 m and
h2 = 88.5�. The deviation is (38.19–35.80)/38.19 = 6.26%
that is greater than 5%. To guarantee the accuracy, the dis-
tance l1 from 5 m to 35 m is studied as a short baseline posi-
tioning system in this work. The computation domain for
sound localization is 4 � 2 m, and the sound source is
applied by the background pressure field.

Table 2 compares the results of the underwater object
localization with frequency from 1500 Hz to 7500 Hz. The
movement of Luneburg lens d is 1 m, and the real distance
is l = 10 m. From this table, the localization of the sound

Table 1. Sound propagating direction identification with rotation correction.

Frequency f (Hz) Incident angle hi (degree) Focusing angle ha Focusing angle hb Errors n1 (%) Errors n2 (%)

1500 15� 14.78� 15.00� 22 0
1500 30� 30.30� 30.00� 30 0
3500 20� 19.80� 20.03� 20 3
5500 5� 5.17� 4.95� 17 5
5500 42� 42.08� 42.00� 8 0
6500 37� 36.90� 36.99� 10 1
7500 11� 11.25� 11.03� 25 3

Figure 6. (a) Wave intensity of the acoustic wave focusing with different radii R of the Luneburg lens. (b) Sound pressure level as a
function of frequency when the radius R is from 0.32 m to 0.64 m.
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source has a minimum error of 0.19% when the frequency is
around the central frequency of 3500 Hz. Moreover, the real
distance with a range of 5–35 m is given in Table 3. It shows
that the errors have a growth when the distance of sound
source increases. Some cases in Tables 2 and 3 are not pre-
cise enough, more than 1.00%, when the working frequency
is off the designed frequency 3500 Hz or the distance of
sound source increases. Hence, to improve the localization
precision, we change the movement d from 1.5 m to 2.5
m, as listed in Table 4. From the first three rows, it can
be seen that the measurements become more accurate with
the increase of the movement d. The errors are reduced
from 1.74% to 0.19% in the case of f = 3500 Hz and
d = 2.5 m. About the cases of 1500 Hz and 7500 Hz in
the Table 2, the errors are decreased to 0.64% by setting
d = 2.5 as shown in Table 4. Therefore, by means of the tri-
angulation location, the designed Luneburg lens can be used
to search for an unknown sound source within 35 m
precisely.

5 Phononic-crystal Luneburg lens by annular
lattice

However, we always worry about the phononic-crystal
Luneburg lens’s unsmooth outline that may bring about a
greater discrepancy when the source direction and position
are unknown. As the results are shown in Table 1, the
approximatively circular shape by square lattice reduces
the reliability of sensitive directivity, and the rotation cor-
rection procedure for sound direction recognition and local-
ization is really clumsy and slow. In addition, the Luneburg
lens designed by square lattice costs a lot of time for geom-
etry modeling. As sketched in Figure 8a, the Luneburg lens
with square lattice needs to arrange the unit cell one by one
in the 1/8 symmetry model, because the radii of unit cells

are different from center to border of the Luneburg lens.
If the radius of Luneburg lens is bigger, it will take more
time for geometry modeling. For example, when the radius
of Luneburg lens is R = 0.64 m, the total number of cylin-
ders is 751 which leads the geometry modeling to be a time-
consuming task. Inspired by Maxwell’s fish-eye lens which is
composed of annular arrays [9], in this section, an alterna-
tive method is proposed to design the Luneburg lens. It will
save a lot of time to design the Luneburg lens, and the
focusing wave is more isotropy for sound direction recogni-
tion and positioning. Figure 8b shows the Luneburg lens
with an annular arrangement of phononic crystals. The
geometry modeling of annular-lattice Luneburg lens just
needs a rotation array at each radius. There are Round
[2pr/a] cylinders at each radius r, and the total number
of unit cells is equal to the squarely arranged one in
Figure 8a, so this kind of design doesn’t increase the mate-
rial consumption. Different from the square lattice, the
annular-lattice Luneburg lens with rotation array doesn’t
need to align the unit cell one by one, which significantly
simplifies the geometric modeling. Figure 9 demonstrates
the focusing beam of the second Luneburg lens. Compared
with the intensity field in Figure 4, it means that the
redesigned Luneburg doesn’t change the focusing effect.

To further verify the functionality of the second Luneb-
urg lens, the wave focusing beam, frequency response of
sound pressure level and lens size are all analyzed. As shown
in Figure 10a, the black and red lines are the intensity dis-
tribution along the arc at r = 0.36 m concerning the Luneb-
urg lenses with square and annular lattice. Two solid lines
show a small discrepancy when the incident angle hi is 0�
where wave direction parallels the symmetry axis of
square-lattice Luneburg lens. It implies that the annular-
lattice Luneburg lens doesn’t change the focusing property
based on GRIN phononic crystal. For the annular-lattice
Luneburg lens, the intensity distribution with incident
angles hi = 3�, 14�, 22�, and 41� are also calculated in
Figure 10b. The focusing angles of these four cases are 3�,
14.03�, 22.05�, and 40.95�, respectively. The errors of sound
direction recognition don’t exceed 5%, so the accuracy is
better than the focusing angle that is directly calculated
by the square-lattice Luneburg lens, as n1 (8–30%) demon-
strated in Table 1. The annular-lattice Luneburg lens has
smaller errors than the square-lattice one, because the
annular-lattice one is more isotropic for incident waves. If
the width of focusing beam is defined as the interval

Table 2. Underwater sound localization when the frequency f
is 1500–7500 Hz.

Frequency
f (Hz)

Movement
d (m)

Real distance
l (m)

Numerical
results l1

Errors
n2 (%)

1500 1 10 10.153 1.53
2500 1 10 10.153 1.53
3500 1 10 10.019 0.19
4500 1 10 10.019 0.19
5500 1 10 10.019 0.19
6500 1 10 10.153 1.53
7500 1 10 10.153 1.53

Figure 7. Schematic view of the underwater sound source
localization.
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between positions at Imax/
ffiffiffi

2
p

, where Imax is the maximum
intensity. In the four cases, the largest width is 23.85�, and
the smallest width is 23.78�. The width of focusing beam
has little fluctuation when the incident angle changes, so

the annular-lattice Luneburg lens can be regarded as a
nearly isotropic lens for incident waves. Figure 10c is the
sound pressure level as a function of frequency. The sound
pressure level is extracted from the focusing intensity at
r = 0.36 m too. It shows that the annular-lattice Luneburg
lens has a similar frequency response to the square-lattice
Luneburg lens. Furthermore, the annular-lattice one also
doesn’t change the focusing effect when the lens size is rede-
signed as demonstrated in Figure 10d. Therefore, all the
results indicate that the redesigned Luneburg lens with
annular arrays has little impact on the focusing effect, but
the annular arrays make the configuration more isotropy.

The redesigned Luneburg lens can improve the accuracy
of sound localization because it is nearly isotropic for any
incident angles. To clearly illustrate the advantages of
annular-lattice Luneburg lens, an example is demonstrated
in Figure 11. The incident angle and the working frequency
are 5� and 5500 Hz respectively. The solid lines in the pic-
ture are the wave intensity of focusing beams, and the
dashed lines are drawn at the peak intensity with respect
to square lattice and annular lattice. After the sound wave

Table 3. Underwater sound localization when the distance l is 5 – 35 m.

Frequency f (Hz) Movement d (m) Real distance l (m) Numerical results l1 Errors n2 (%)

3500 1 5 5.027 0.54
3500 1 15 14.957 0.29
3500 1 20 20.088 0.44
3500 1 25 25.452 1.81
3500 1 30 30.548 1.83
3500 1 35 36.369 3.91

Table 4. Underwater sound localization when movement d is 1.5 – 2.5 m.

Frequency f (Hz) Movement d (m) Real distance l (m) Numerical results l1 Errors n2 (%)

3500 1.5 25 25.435 1.74
3500 2.0 25 25.412 1.65
3500 2.5 25 25.047 0.19
3500 2.5 35 35.309 0.88
1500 2.5 10 10.064 0.64
7500 2.5 10 10.064 0.64

Figure 8. (a) Luneburg lens designed by square lattice. (b) Luneburg lens designed by annular lattice.

Figure 9. Wave intensity field of the Luneburg lens with an
annular arrangement.
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converges, the acquired focusing angle of square-lattice
Luneburg lens is 5.17�, and the error of focusing angle is
17%. By comparison, the focusing angle of annular-lattice
Luneburg lens is 4.95�, and the error is only 5 < 17%.
Besides the example, in our simulation, the accuracy of
annular lattice is all higher than the square lattice without
rotation correction procedure in Figure 4e. Only the lattice
form is changed in these cases, so we think the error is
caused by the configuration defect of square-lattice
Luneburg lens. As listed in Table 5, the symbols n1, n2
and n3 represent the errors of square-lattice Luneburg lens
without rotation correction procedure, square-lattice one
with rotation correction procedure and annular-lattice one
without rotation correction procedure, respectively. The
computation domain and mesh elements for sound localiza-
tion simulation are consistent with the cases in the third
section. The square-lattice one without rotation correction
procedure has the worst precision because of the configura-
tion defect. The largest error is 9.42%, and the smallest
value is 4.56%. The square-lattice one with rotation
correction procedure makes the accuracy better. The largest
error is 3.91%, and the smallest value is 1.53%. However,
the rotation measurements are clumsy and slow. By calcu-
lating the annular-lattice Luneburg lens which doesn’t

need a rotation correction procedure, the largest error
is 2.09%, and the smallest error is only 0.02%. Better
results are obtained by the redesigned Luneburg lens.
Therefore, making a comparison of geometrical modeling

Figure 10. (a) Wave intensity along the arc when r = 0.36 m when hi = 0�. (b) Wave intensity profile when hi = 3�, 14�, 22�, 41�,
respectively. (c) Sound pressure level as a function of frequency. (d) Sound pressure level with the radius of Luneburg lens increased.

Figure 11. The focusing angles of square-lattice and annular-
lattice Luneburg lens when the incident angle and frequency are
5� and 5500 Hz, respectively.
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and accuracy, the annular-arranged Luneburg lens is more
applicable than the square-lattice one obviously.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, we designed a phononic-crystal Luneburg
lens in a water environment which can be used to recognize
wave direction and locate a sound source with sound ampli-
fication. The numerical results show that the Luneburg lens
has a high accuracy of direction identification for 360� inci-
dent angles with a broadband frequency range between
1500 Hz and 7500 Hz. Meanwhile, the acoustic wave focus-
ing improves the signal-to-noise ratio, so it enables only one
hydrophone to be used for sound direction recognition and
locating the position of an unknown sound source from 5 m
to 35 m, with errors below 1% by increasing the movement
d properly. To improve the functionality and reliability, a
Luneburg lens composed of annular lattices is redesigned
based on the gradient phononic crystals. The comparison
results show that the annular-lattice Luneburg lens not only
guarantees accuracy but also reduces complexity for geo-
metric modeling. The phononic-crystal Luneburg lens
may have an application prospect of next-generation sonar
in underwater technology, such as underwater acoustic
positioning systems and acoustic wireless communication
[13, 19, 40]. In future, multiple sources, 3D detecting,
moving targets and a silent object may also be developed.
In addition, the experimental validation also needs to be
carried out for further application.
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